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Executive Summary
This white paper demonstrates: Mars is a uniquely enabling study target for investigations of
surface processes active on other planetary bodies—both for extending terrestrial based process
models and, in some areas, for serving as a superior comparative planetology basis over Earth.
Recommendations are made for specific future measurement types and for investments in
technology, complementary research, and workforce development to optimize the value of
Mars observations within planetary science geologic and climatologic interpretations from
surface features and activities.
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1. Mars is a prime target for observing and investigating active surface processes
Mars is a great target for active surface process investigations as:
• Repeat high-resolution observations have yielded many examples of present-day surface
activity [White Paper/WP: Dundas et al.]. These current changes have or could be studied in
enough detail to identify the driving process(es) and/or influential environmental conditions.
• Mars’ surface activity in modern times and through the last ~2 Gyrs can be used as a
comparative planetology basis for (1) processes active on Earth, but under very different
conditions (e.g., aeolian processes within a low density atmosphere or with much higher
obliquity), and (2) processes not active on Earth but that are active on other planetary bodies
(e.g., sublimation-dominant frost dynamics; or records of active processes without
complications from recent extensive fluvial or biological activity).
• Mars’ atmospheric, surface, and planetary conditions are different enough from Earth’s to test
and stretch terrestrial study-based models, but similar enough that the terrestrial models are a
reasonable starting point. As will be described, Mars’ conditions often have values between
those on Earth and other planetary bodies (such as KBOs or the Moon).
• Decades of previous investment have yielded ample geologic and atmospheric contextual
information and models that will greatly enhance incorporation of the broader geologic and
atmospheric/climatological context within process-focused investigations.
• There may be relatively many future opportunities for gathering new data needed to
constrain/calibrate process models. Commercial and international interest in sending spacecraft
(and humans) to Mars along with Mars’ relatively close proximity to Earth suggest that access
opportunities should exist over the next decade, especially for small spacecraft that do not need
a dedicated launch vehicle [WP: Barba et al.]—which may be sufficient for targeted
environmental monitoring studies [e.g., WP: Diniega et al.].
2. Areas in which studies of Mars’ environmental conditions & processes enable testing of
models of analogous processes on other planetary bodies
Box 1. Mars’ characteristics that
Due to factors listed in Box 1, studies of the surface
enable its studies to bridge the
processes involved in martian landform and landscape
gap between terrestrial-based
morphology and evolution can be viewed through a “natural
models and perspectives to
laboratory”-investigation lens and used to advance our
studies of all types of planetary
understanding of other planetary bodies. In particular, we
bodies include:
discuss (a) aeolian surface processes and meteorological
• Low gravity (but not very low)
dynamics; (b) sublimation-driven dynamics, (c) impact
• Low (and varying) atmospheric
cratering rates and processes, and (d) variable density
density
atmospheres. (At Mars, one can also study both the above
• Climate cycles
individual phenomena and interactions between them.)
• A
primarily
CO2
and
Beyond these studies, there are many study areas where Mars
sublimation-driven
seasonal
serves well as a non-Earth comparison point or
volatile cycle (i.e., little liquid)
extraterrestrial “laboratory” for testing and refining models:
• Sublimation of frost
e.g., habitability/life evolution [WP: Cabrol et al.; Jakosky et
• Low/zero amount of recent
al.], atmospheric dynamics [WP: Tamppari et al.], and
fluvial activity
climate records [WP: Becerra et al.; Smith et al.].
• Likely low/zero amount of
a) Aeolian surface processes & meteorological dynamics
recent biological activity
Aeolian (wind-driven) sand and dust are known to • Measureable impact rates and
significantly influence landscape evolution and climate
crater evolution in wellacross the solar system [WP: Newman et al.; Titus et al.]. In
preserved/characterized
addition to the phenomena studied on Earth and Mars:
terrains
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• A few dune fields1,2, many wind streaks, and a few potential yardangs2 have been identified on
Venus, under an atmosphere 9× thicker than Earth’s.
• On Saturn’s moon Titan, sand produced from photochemical aerosols and water ice has formed
vast dunes and sand seas3,4; dust storms may also occur during equinox5.
• Even on comets6 and icy worlds, such as Pluto7, aeolian processes within a transient, very thin
atmosphere appear to have formed bedforms.
Interpretations of these landforms and processes has generally relied upon models of sediment
fluxes and transport dynamics (i.e., saltation and reputation rates and profiles) that are primarily
based on terrestrial field and laboratory experiments, with scaling applied based on specific
planetary conditions. This has led to new tests of bedform evolution models and proposal of new
dynamics regimes8-14 after the predicted scaling for another planet is found to be inconsistent with
the Earth conditions-based model.
Further study of martian aeolian and other meteorological systems, and how conditions drive
surface activity, will enable more detailed testing and refinement of surface-atmosphere interaction
process models. In particular, in situ “field” measurements of martian atmospheric boundary layer
dynamics driving sand/dust and volatile transport would provide novel calibration data for models
and wind-tunnel experiments [WP: Diniega et al.; Burr et al.] within an environment with a
substantially lower impact threshold than fluid threshold9. Such “ground truth” is needed to
advance a cross-planet model for, e.g., sand and dust lofting and transport. Another model
presently untested under extraterrestrial conditions is the one used to estimate turbulent eddy fluxes
(which result in the exchange of energy, momentum, and quantities like dust, water, and other
chemical species between the surface and atmosphere). On Earth, turbulent fluxes can be directly
calculated from correlated, high frequency measurements of the 3-D wind components and the
quantity of interest; such fluxes are also related to large-scale (and more easily measured)
quantities15-17 such as the vertical gradient of temperature and of the horizontal wind (i.e., the wind
shear), with ample testing and calibration of the physical model through terrestrial field and
laboratory studies. These relationships are assumed in planetary studies, but have never been
shown to extend to those environments despite generally being far outside of terrestrial conditions
(e.g., Mars has an extremely stable nocturnal inversion and unstable afternoon convective layer).
Such measurements can also contribute to characterization of Planetary Boundary Layer dynamics
(especially through combination with orbital data)—potentially generating science and
methodology overlap with high-priority terrestrial studies [2017 Earth Science Decadal Survey].
Mars is already used as the comparative planetology basis for some studies. For example, the
threshold curve under low-density gas conditions derived for Mars in the NASA Ames Wind
Tunnel (MARSWIT)18,19 has also been used to model aeolian-type transport resulting from jetting
on comets20. Images from the New Horizons mission showed that Pluto has decameter-wavelength
“bedform” morphologies that have been proposed to be aeolian dunes7. Based on these bedform
measurements, a minimum wind shear required for saltation on Pluto was estimated based on work
performed in the MARSWIT that separated Reynolds number and interparticle cohesion effects21.
b) Sublimation-driven dynamics
The CO2 atmosphere of Mars is in vapor pressure equilibrium with surface ice; seasonally CO2
sublimates and condenses, changing the atmospheric density by >25%. Mars has lower gravity and
a lower pressure and temperature environment than Earth, causing sublimation processes to differ
from terrestrial analogs, including laboratory analogs. Mars, therefore, has a more similar
environment to Triton, Pluto, and other Kuiper Belt Objects (KBOs) than Earth and laboratory
analogs. For example, no large-scale sublimation dynamics naturally occur on Earth, and within
laboratory studies we cannot replicate low gravity over timescales relevant for sublimation.
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Sublimation is thought to be the main driver forming a range of depressions or pits on Mars.
Different features are proposed to form due to sublimation from volatile reservoirs of different
sizes/forms/ages, and vastly different sublimation rates. Studies of these features on Mars enables
discrimination between different proposed models and identification of key geomorphological or
environmental signatures for separating features that likely formed through slightly different
processes, within different environments, and/or over very different timescales. For example:
• South polar swiss cheese and north polar cap morphologies are proposed to be formed through
short-term cyclic (i.e., seasonal) sublimation of a large surface volatile reservoir. Patterned
ground is proposed to be formed through cyclic sublimation of a mixed subsurface volatile
reservoir. Mid-latitude icy scarps and scalloped depressions are proposed to be formed through
long-term sublimation of a large subsurface volatile reservoir. (For many references, see recent
community summaries22-24).
• Pitted terrain in and around impact craters is proposed to be formed due to sudden sublimation
of impact-heated, buried volatiles25,26.
These types of depressions and pits offer analogs:
• Hollows on Mercury27,28 which are thought to be due to volatile-loss or sublimation of sulfurrelated compounds (likely sulfides) and analogies have been drawn to swiss cheese terrain.
• Pitted surfaces have been discovered on asteroids; notably, pitted crater floors on Vesta29 and
Ceres30 are remarkably similar to pitted terrain on Mars. Pitted terrains on Pluto are thought to
represent erosion from sublimation-driven winds of the surface of nitrogen ice and possibly
methane ice31. Similar terrains are thought to exist on other Kuiper Belt Objects32, including
Arrokoth33. Pitted surfaces are found on comets34 and recent exploration of 67P ChuryumovGerasimenko maintains that their growth is dominated by sublimation35,36.
On Mars, sublimation is also thought to have an important role to play in downslope mass
transport, namely on sand dunes and within the context of gullies [WP: Dundas et al.]. Such
systems could form useful analogies for:
• Gully-like landforms identified on Mercury37 and Vesta38,39, potentially related to sublimation
of sulfur-compounds and water, respectively.
• Downslope features that have been observed on Helene, one of Saturn's Trojan moons, whose
formation has been ascribed to sublimation40.
Furthermore, it is likely that future close inspection of other solar system bodies will reveal more
examples of sublimation-driven mass-wasting processes.
Escaping pressurized gas from sublimation at the base of the CO2 seasonal ice cap on Mars
erodes araneiforms41,42, radially-organized and /or dendritic channels43 initially dubbed “spiders”,
and deposits patterned material across the surface44. These jets of gas, whose origin is via basal
sublimation and the solid state greenhouse effect45, and the patterns/rates of material they spew
out could be useful analogues for:
• Solar-driven jets of materials found on other bodies, notably Triton (and the solar-driven theory
was proposed to explain plumes on Triton46 before it was applied to Mars’ exogenic geysers).
• Global-scale contrasting albedo regions on Iapetus and Ganymede47-49.
• CO2 ice signatures found on the trailing hemispheres’ of the Uranian satellites50, notably visible
as a bright deposit inside Wunda Crater on Umbriel51. Severe sublimation of CO2-ices is thought
to explain the pinnacle terrain on Callisto52,53.
While not directly related to sublimation, the creep of martian glaciers also likely would be a
useful analog for studies of outer Solar System bodies. The balance between sublimation/ablation,
deposition, and flow rates would be significantly different in martian vs. terrestrial glaciers. In
particular, due to an overall lower surface temperature, water-ice glaciers on Mars exhibit different
dynamics from most terrestrial glaciers, i.e., without basal melting or basal sliding54,55 and
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potential existence of past CO2 glaciers56. Whether martian polar layered deposits exhibit any
significant flow behavior is still an open question [WP: Smith et al.], and it has been proposed that
stratified layers of different materials with different viscous properties may prevent flow at large
scales57. Such behaviors are unlike those observed within any large ice reservoirs on Earth, but
may be analogous to behaviors occurring in the outer Solar System or even outside of the Solar
Sytem58. Even if not providing a direct analog, study of Mars ices and related behaviors/landforms
may help ground truth flow models and connect with experiments involving exotic ices.
c) Impact cratering rates
In the last decade, current impact cratering has been observed on Mars59,60 as well as on the
Moon61. Detailed studies of new craters on these bodies yield information about the impact
cratering process at planetary scales in terrestrial-like target materials, without the interference of
a thick terrestrial atmosphere or the confounding effects of weathering, erosion, and secondary
cratering. Like the Moon, Mars’ atmosphere is thin enough to not completely block small impacts
(as occurs on Earth). Unlike the Moon, Mars’ thin atmosphere is enough to demonstrate some
atmospheric effects on cratering: fragmentation, deceleration, and ablation. Thus, Mars’ craters
and impact rates can be compared to the Moon’s to differentiate effects of the atmosphere from
observational biases or effects of differing gravity or secondary impact cratering.
Additionally, Mars’ location near the asteroid belt lets it act as a “witness plate”, capturing a
sample of the main belt small-body population that cannot currently be observed directly. This
allows for interplanetary comparisons of the current impact flux, opening the way for deeper
studies of differences between the overall fluxes, size distributions, sources (asteroidal or
cometary), and dynamics of the impacting population at the Earth/Moon system compared to Mars,
and eventually providing better constraints for extrapolation to impact rates on other planetary
bodies. These measured impact rates are also leading to refinements of standard chronology
models62 applied throughout the inner Solar System. Furthermore, measurements of short-term
variability in the impact rate will illuminate orbital dynamics of Mars and its impacting population,
and serve as a comparison for the Earth/Moon system where variability is expected to be due to
showers from passing comets63, as opposed to seasonal variations in orbital distance.
d) Variable-density atmospheres
Seasonal variations in martian atmospheric pressure are directly driven by the sublimation of
seasonal CO2 ice layer in the winter/spring hemisphere and its deposition in the fall/winter
hemisphere. The dynamics of this process modulates the global climate circulation and drives local
sublimation winds, such as katabatic winds that are thought to play an important role in the
formation of polar troughs64. Similar surface-atmosphere processes act on other planetary bodies
where atmosphere is in vapor pressure equilibrium with surface ice, such as on KBOs65,66.
Due to cycles in various orbital parameters (such as obliquity), the Mars atmospheric density
may cycle through a range of 1–12 mbar over thousands to millions of years timescales67,68.
Derivation of present-day martian surface activity models that quantitatively connect landform
morphologies to driving environmental conditions will enable improved interpretation of relict
features and reduce uncertainty when extrapolating activity models through past Mars climates.
Such developments will also provide a testable basis for generation of similar models on other
bodies that also experience large, cyclic changes in atmospheric density, such as on Pluto64 and
Triton69. As Earth’s atmosphere has not gone through comparable large swings in atmospheric
density during the portion of Earth’s history when most of the Earth’s observable rock record was
formed, Mars provides important “ground truth” for this type of extrapolative analysis and
integration of predicted geologic records through different atmospheric pressures.
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In parallel, but out of phase with variable density atmospheres, the surface deposition of
meteoric ice will result in layered and likely stratified volatile deposits with impurities. On Mars,
impurities likely include dust, lithic fragments from volcanic eruptions or ejecta, fine salt grains,
trapped gasses, and isotopologues22,70 [WP: Becerra et al.]. Mars is not the only planetary body to
experience partial atmospheric collapse71. Pluto72-74 and Titan75 likewise have strong seasonal
(hundreds of years) atmospheric cycles and orbital variations that could cause similar ice layering
as is found on Mars [WP: Smith et al.], and atmospheric collapse has been proposed for tidallylocked planets around TRAPPIST-158. Earth, with anthropomorphic influences, abundant biology,
and liquid-phases, does not provide a good analog for such layered ice deposits or climate models.
3. Highest-priority planetary surface science questions and spacecraft measurements
The general aim of geomorphic studies is to quantitatively connect observed landforms to their
formative environmental drivers via models of the active process(es). For the landforms and
surface activity we have described, advancements generally require more complete information
about the specific environmental drivers for formation and subsequent modification/evolution. For
example, more complete knowledge about how and where frozen CO2 accumulates, and how
frost/ice layers evolves through the cold seasons, would provide important constraints on models
of continued monitoring of global atmospheric conditions and dynamics (including winds, clouds,
and dust content), coupled with information about surface properties are needed to constrain
models of CO2 basal sublimation (or the Kieffer effect45) and identify the controlling factors that
determine the scale of the eruptive vents and basal erosion that lead to araneiform activity. Such
information, compared with observations of the growth of the seasonal ice cap, would also allow
for tests of predictions of where CO2 ice is of sufficient thickness and strength for the formation
and growth of araneiforms—in the present climate or during a recent past climate. Important
information can be gathered through some complementary studies (outlined in Box 2).
To acquire observational data related to mapping and timing of activity, continued highresolution orbital imagery is key. The advent of HiRISE-type imaging demonstrated that the
martian surface is active in the present-climate, yielding a paradigm shift from the view that all
the interesting martian geologic activity occurred in the ancient past [WP: Dundas et al.].
Continued repeat imaging of the surface, ideally with similar sub-meter resolution and lighting as
HiRISE images, would enable identification of yet
more surface changes, including those with slower Box 2. With observational data:
activity
rates,
and
timing/environmental 1) Mapping where the landforms exist
and/or are active, and where they are not.
constraints. Interannual variations in surface
activity can also be tracked, yielding another way 2) Geomorphological measurement of the
landform and its activity.
to constrain driving environmental drivers.
Increased spatial coverage will enhance mapping 3) Characterization of the timing of activity
(e.g., by season, by time of day, and
studies (to date, HiRISE has imaged only ~2% of
identification of interannual variation).
the globe). If the focus is to constrain activity to
specific times of day, an orbit would be needed 4) Characterization of the surface (and
that will drift through local solar time (such as that
potentially subsurface) and atmospheric
76
proposed in NEX-SAG ). Alternatively, in situ
environment where and when the activity
observations can provide detailed timing
occurs.
constraints on local activity [WP: Diniega et al.]. With laboratory, terrestrial field analog, and
To connect the landforms to environmental physics modeling studies:
controls, we also need measurements of the 5) Identification of possible environmental
environment where these landforms and activity
drivers and investigation of scaling
are found. Coupling surface and subsurface
relationships/temporal evolution rates.
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compositional, thermophysical, and structural measurements with meteorological conditions
over sites where a specific landform and/or activity is observed allows for a holistic look at
the full system. From orbit, globally distributed (if not with global coverage) compositional and
thermophysical information has been gleaned from spectral images through the near-infrared to
thermal wavelengths. However, these datasets are limited to resolutions much coarser than the
scale of activity (many are 100+m/pixel, the best is CRISM with 18m/pixel) and only capture
surface exposures. In many areas, a thin layer of dust is enough to obscure the underlying layers.
In such areas, geologic unit mapping can provide some constraints, based on extrapolation from
visible outcrops, topography, and radar analysis. In situ compositional data, as collected by the
Mars rovers and landers, allows for much more detailed measurement of surface and nearsubsurface properties, and coupling this with the global perspective provided through orbital
observations has been key to constraining interpolative analyses.
Such analyses are of high importance for meteorological condition studies. Existing/continued
orbital data provides a look at global circulation and atmospheric features, such as clouds.
However, existing in situ aeolian and other meteorological data are insufficient to robustly answer
surface-atmosphere interaction questions (as discussed in numerous community-generated
reports22,77). In situ monitoring of surface atmosphere interactions would provide key information
for constraining volatile and sediment flux models under Mars’ conditions [WP: Diniega et al.].
4. Ties to technology, complementary research, and workforce investments
To acquire needed new measurements, investment in landing technologies, especially for small
spacecraft (landers or rovers) that could rideshare with Mars-focused and other launch
opportunities in the next decade, would increase the opportunities to monitor and characterize a
variety of environments. Advancements in small power systems (for generation and/or batteries)
would enable monitoring through at least one full Mars year, and ideally also within higher
latitudes. To increase the science value of new observations, a robust Mars Exploration Program
could greatly enhance the ability to strategically link observations, especially between orbital and
in situ assets [WP: Jakosky et al.]. A strong R&A program is also needed to support data analysis
and fundamental research studies that combine Mars’ “natural laboratory” observations with
laboratory/wind tunnel or field analog studies, for generation, testing, and calibration of the
process models—and extension of these models to other planetary conditions. Finally, it is critical
that the planetary science community and NASA foster an interdisciplinary, diverse, equitable,
inclusive, and accessible environment so that cross-disciplinary and cross-target research is
supported and a wide range of contributions can improve science advancement.
In Summary: To maximize the science return of Mars studies and advance our understanding
of planetary surface processes and interpretation of geologic and climate histories, we need:
• Continued high-resolution, repeat imaging of the martian surface to identify and characterize
surface changes and resultant landforms.
• In situ observation of active processes and the environmental drivers to develop detailed
process models (that can be scaled for other planetary environments).
o Such new missions may be feasible with small spacecraft.
o Complementary wind-tunnel/laboratory and field analog studies are also needed.
• Coupled surface, subsurface, and atmospheric/meteorological measurements so as to enable
“full system” studies (again, this aids scaling for other planetary environments).
o A robust Mars Program would improve coordination of observations of the Mars “system.”
o A strong R&A program and a diverse, equitable, inclusive, and accessible research
environment would optimize analysis of such cross-disciplinary and cross-target data.
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